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Abstract

We present in this paper an overview of current prob-

lems with the Internet from the architectural view point,

and we identify and forecast trends for future developments.

Our study includes perspectives from different stakeholders

of the Internet as well as from the technological develop-

ment point of view. We conclude that current and future

requirements vary greatly between, and even within, dif-

ferent stakeholders, which implies that a successful future

network architecture must provide maximum flexibility with

a minimal set of “hard-wired” properties. In specific, a re-

vised version of the TCP/IP layered architecture would only

suffice to address some of the current issues, but would not

provide a long term solution. We then show that an auto-

nomic network architecture with a few simple architectural

building blocks is enough to address a great deal of the re-

quirements today and in the future.

1 Introduction

Our modern society is using computer networks for

nearly all aspects of live, like social networks, education,

health system, entertainment, industrial production, milit-

ary, etc. There is no doubt that we will in the future depend

even more on computer networks and especially the Inter-

net. However, there are already today many problems with

the Internet, like security threats and insufficient resilience,

high costs of network management, inflexibility of the In-

ternet, etc.

These problems have been recognized and we can see

today new initiatives that will support disruptive research

to develop long term solutions for the future Internet. Ex-

amples include FIND (Future Internet Design) which is a

research area in the NeTS programme of the National Sci-

ence Foundation [3], and the European initiative for the Fu-

ture Internet in the 7th EU Framework Programme.

The Autonomic Networking Architecture (ANA) pro-

ject [5] is one of the few projects that have already been

launched in the 6th EU Framework Programme in Europe

[29]. The central claim of the ANA project is that substi-

tuting today’s Internet by another future Internet just means

to repeat the error we made in the past. A particular net-

work needs to be based on a set of standards, which in turn

restricts its ability to evolve with future requirements and

technical developments. In addition to the continuously in-

creasing heterogeneity of application requirements and net-

working technologies, legacy systems like today’s Internet

need to be supported in the future. Therefore, we aim in the

ANA project for an autonomic networking architecture [28]

that is based only on a minimal set of standards to boot strap

all kinds of inter- and intra-networks. Such a solution goes

beyond what a single future Internet could provide.

In this paper, we present the outcome of our analysis of

today’s problems, future developments, and requirements

that we performed in the scope of the ANA project [7]. We

are not the first to perform such a study and we share many

insights in common with previous work [14]. However, our

work differs in the sense that it combines the viewpoints of

academic research and commercial service providers, and

it also studies the implications of the identified require-

ments. In particular, we identify which basic concepts an

autonomic networking architecture must provide in order to

address the identified (and other future) requirements. Fur-

thermore, we study the requirements that are imposed onto

these basic concepts.

This paper is based on two categories of knowledge. On

one hand, we base our reasoning about requirements of the

future autonomic network architecture on our own experi-

ence and expertise: Telekom Austria represents the service

provider view and University of Oslo represents the aca-

demic view. On the other hand, we used the following ex-

ternal sources: major scientific publications, insights from
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industry [6, 19] , and documentation and discussions from

initiatives and corresponding meetings on the future Inter-

net1.

The remainder of this document is structured as follows:

In Section 2, we present a set of problems with the Internet

architecture that we experience today. In Section 3, we ana-

lyze the future developments, first, from the point of view of

different stakeholders and future services and applications,

and then, from the technology viewpoint. In Section 4, we

present a set of core architectural concepts that we claim to

suffice to meet most of the current and future communica-

tion requirements.

2 Problems Experienced Today

In this section, we identify the problems that arise

already today from the restrictions that the Internet archi-

tecture imposes. First, we go through some literature to list

some problems identified by others. As a second step, we

focus in more detail on issues particularly important for a

commercial service provider, i.e., legacy systems and Uni-

versal Service Obligations. These and other problems are

illustrated with the example of Voice over IP (VoIP). In this

paper, it is only possible to highlight those problems here

that we believe are among the most important ones today.

2.1 Brief Survey of Some Issues with the
Internet

A wide range of applications have been successfully de-

ployed on the Internet, but there are many cases where the

current design results in inefficiency. P2P overlay network-

ing applications represent a good example of this. For

optimization, these systems often make use of measure-

ments to estimate latency, available bandwidth, or similar

information about the links between participating machines.

Without any support in the network for obtaining such in-

formation, the measurements need to be done by the applic-

ation. As a result, each application performs these opera-

tions independently, contributing to increased traffic on the

Internet. The accuracy of the measurement techniques is

also limited, possibly leading to additional overhead due to

inefficient optimization of the overlay network. Indirection

is another area where the lack of support results in ineffi-

ciency. Use of caches, proxies, or support for mobility re-

quires indirection, but without any specific mechanism for

this, a separate infrastructure is required for each [18].

1FIND organized by the National Science Foundation (NSF) in Decem-

ber 2005 in the USA and the preparation meetings for the EU’s initiatives

in the 7th Framework Programme organized by Directorate D Network and

Communication Technologies of the European Commission (DG-INFSO-

D)

While this inefficiency is unfortunate, there are areas

which are more problematic. As the wealth of literature

demonstrates, security is a major issue since many years

[11, 13, 22]. There are tremendous efforts from both, re-

search community and industry, to cope with the viruses

and worms [24], for instance. The problems originate from

the fact that the Internet was originally designed to be an

open network with no centralized control and having mu-

tual trust among users. As a result, its use cannot be ad-

ministered by a central authority, and it is difficult to ensure

integrity, authenticity, non-repudiation, privacy, etc. There

is no doubt about the fact that the future Internet should

be secure and should protect privacy. However, this often

comes with a particular disadvantage, i.e., moving from an

open network to a closed or partially closed network. For

example, the use of firewalls in a P2P system has a negative

impact on performance of peers that are behind a firewall.

Therefore, it is important for future Internet solutions to ad-

dress this trade-off between advantages and disadvantages

of open and closed networks. Another important issue is

the need for efficient ways to know what is going on in or-

der to identify new attacks, and trace back to study intruders

and break-ins, for instance. Such properties require well de-

signed monitoring solutions for both real-time analysis and

analysis of historical data.

Resilience, which can be characterized as the ability to

operate and maintain an acceptable level of service under

the presence of adverse conditions, is an issue closely re-

lated to security. Hence, considerable research has been

conducted on that domain as well [10,31]. The way today’s

Internet has evolved lacks fundamental support for resili-

ence both at the infrastructure level as well as at the ser-

vice level. Many of the efforts to introduce resilience in the

current Internet architecture have made evident that the ri-

gidness and opacity of the layered architecture is one of the

fundamentally restricting factors in addressing the problem

of resilience [8].

Unfortunately, changing the Internet is not easy. Even

minor changes to the address format cannot currently be

performed [9]. The large number of deployed machines

which support IPv4 further complicates this. ISPs have also

shown themselves to be very conservative, which is a prob-

lem since any large-scale change would need the consensus

of ISPs [12].

Overall, there are several problems facing the Internet,

but the inertia of the currently widely deployed IPv4 means

that the changes required to address the problems are un-

realistic. Even IPv6, the successor of IPv4 that included

already in its specification mechanisms for a smooth trans-

ition from IPv4 to IPv6, is not widely adopted.
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2.2 Voice over IP

In this section, we focus on problems that arise from the

commercial provision of VoIP services. We selected this

example, because voice services have been very successful

in traditional telecommunication networks. Thus, VoIP is

a very important business area for commercial providers.

We identify the following problems that are of particular

concern for VoIP:

• NAT traversal: Conventional VoIP protocols separate

signaling from the audio traffic of a telephone connec-

tion. The port on which the audio traffic is sent is

random and NAT routers handling the signaling traffic

may have no way of handling the corresponding audio

traffic. As a result, the audio traffic is not translated

properly between the address spaces.

• Voice security [4]: Additional security threats for con-

ventional voice transmission are toll fraud and eaves-

dropping. For example for eavesdropping, a free pro-

gram called VOMIT (Voice Over Misconfigured Inter-

net Telephones) allows intruders with access to a local

VoIP network to capture traffic, convert it to an audio

file and replay the voice conversation2.

• Emergency calls: The use of IP makes it difficult to

geographically locate VoIP users. Thus, emergency

VoIP calls cannot be easily routed to a nearby call cen-

ter and if the caller is unable to give an address, emer-

gency services may be unable to locate the caller.

• Phone power supply: IP phones are not supplied with

power over the Internet connection, while the major-

ity of the traditional telephones is supplied with power

from the exchange. Thus, VoIP phones may not be able

to make phone calls during a power outage.

• Reliability: Legacy telephone networks have a very

high availability (estimated to 99,999%), while the re-

liability of an Internet access is clearly less [32]. In

[32], the authors mention that many voice encoders

can handle up to 1% packet loss. However, the global

packet loss statistics of the Internet in [2] fluctuate

between 3% and 6%.

• QoS: The TCP and UDP protocols inherently provide

only best effort to all packets. The common approach

used today for providing QoS to Internet applications

is over-provisioning of bandwidth, but this does not

give any guarantees. In case of congestion, real-time

applications like voice transmission will hardly cope

2Even though some VoIP clients, such as Skype, encrypt conversations,

many others do not. In addition, IP PBXs are vulnerable for tools like

VOMIT.

with packet loss, because it does not make any sense

to retransmit lost packets. Congestion in the networks

also effects the variation of delay (jitter), which is an

important QoS characteristic of voice transmission.

• Delay: There are two sorts of delay: the first one

is caused by coders and the second by routing. The

speech quality is worse if more coders/decoders are

used in the communication path (VoIP calling party

connected over ATM backbone with GSM user). Also

a long medium transmission path could exceed the

maximum delay of 300 ms for real-time voice com-

munication.

2.3 Legacy Systems

So far, we have addressed in Section 2 problems with

today’s Internet that are probably well-known to most of

the researchers in the networking domain. However, there

is another class of problems that is probably not so obvious

for academic researchers, but very important for commer-

cial service providers. The following problems have their

origins in the need to support legacy systems and Universal

Service Obligations (USO):

• Heterogeneity: A broad range of different networks

exists today, with different technical, regulatory and

legal requirements. Many of them also need support

for adaptability of networks and applications from the

future network architecture.

• Universal Service Obligation (USO): For telecommu-

nication networks, an important requirement is to sup-

port USO [1]. These are obligations to provide basic

telecommunication services in certain areas at fixed

prices, which are imposed by the government on the

network operators (both mobile and fixed).

• Emergency Call Handling (ECH): ECH is an essen-

tial feature of today’s public switched telephone net-

works (PSTNs). Any new application and network

which comprise PSTN replacement must provide re-

liable handling of emergency calls. Based on today’s

experience with VoIP, one of the main problems in ful-

filling ECH obligations is related to the fact, that IP

addresses serve as identifiers and locators at the same

time, another one is insufficient reliability of the Inter-

net.

• Lawful Interception (LI): is a requirement placed upon

service providers to provide legally sanctioned official

access to private communications. With the existing

PSTN, Lawful Intercept is performed by applying a

physical ”tap” on the telephone line of the target in

response to a warrant from a law enforcement agency.
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However, VoIP technology has enabled the mobility of

the end user, so it is no longer possible to guarantee the

interception of calls based on tapping a physical line.

3 Future Trends

In this section, we analyze future requirements of differ-

ent stakeholders and services in the first step. We then look

at the trends for future networking technologies.

3.1 The Stakeholders

When identifying requirements of future networks, it is

difficult to define a final list of consolidated requirements

since each stakeholder has its own list of demands, which

may in part contradict those of other stakeholders. In this

section, the breadth of high-level requirements are detailed

from the perspective of six distinct stakeholder positions

that have an important part to play in the development of

future autonomic networking.

3.1.1 End Users (Consumers)

The group of end users is a quite diverse group. The major

part of this stakeholder is composed today of consumers of

telecommunications services, that typically comprises res-

idential consumers (e.g. today’s ADSL customers) or cor-

porate employees (or similar). The main difference between

them is that residential consumers are responsible for the

purchase of telecommunications services, while the corpor-

ate employees merely consume services provided by the

corporate (or academic) network.

With the increasing complexity found in today’s multi-

PC home-networking environments, combined with ever

more complex and demanding applications, the issue of

ease of configuration and customer support is likely to be-

come ever more important for this stakeholder. The com-

plexity for the end user must be severely reduced in future

networking architectures if the true wealth of disparate ap-

plications is to be realized. The future network architec-

ture should aim to solve configuration faults automatically

or where physical user or operator intervention is necessary

should provide assistance in diagnosing faults.

The networking requirements posed by consumers can

be very diverse. Typical Internet users’ main concerns are

with price and performance while more recently reliabil-

ity/technical support has become important in reducing cus-

tomer churn. On the one hand, these users range from co-

operate users who are willing to pay a high price for quality

services since loosing access to network applications may

result in severe business losses. On the other hand, this

can be someone using a public open network, e.g. open

WLAN networks that could be free of charge to use, but

at the same time the provision of a secure transmission is

left completely to the users responsibility. Since the service

is not paid for, few expectations can be made in terms of

performance and quality.

Not all users require connectivity to national and interna-

tional networks (i.e. the public Internet), many applications

require only local (LAN) or personal area (PAN) network-

ing. In this case a network for a particular person comprises

all the devices, gadgets, and household appliances owned

by this person. These applications probably have high se-

curity requirements but with bandwidth demands ranging

from a few bit/s till many Mbit/s. An example is ad-hoc

gaming networks, often established ad-hoc for the playing

of a specific game during a ”LAN party”. These networks

may have quite diverse security requirements, in a gaming

scenario users may want to form network instances that are

accessible only by certain individuals or devices and there-

fore strict access control is required. In other cases the game

may be open to all users in a given area. Another recent

example is IPTV; due to the concerns of the major Holly-

wood studios combined with national based content licens-

ing schemes and high IP transmission requirements (multi-

Mbit/s stream, IP multicast etc.), current IPTV solutions are

based on physically separate IP infrastructures than the pub-

lic Internet, thereby providing a guaranteed quality within a

physical locality (e.g. a city-based cable network or national

ADSL footprint).

Given all these types of users it is difficult to general-

ize about the requirements consumers make on future auto-

nomic networks. However, it is assumed given the diverse

users, that the network should support a range of perform-

ance at different price points, thereby covering mission crit-

ical applications as well as ”casual” web surfers. A single

public Internet with full global addressability can also not

be assumed since many application scenarios are confined

to a specific location (be it geographic, e.g. the body, an

apartment, or political, e.g. a country, or organization, e.g.

a company). Autonomic networks should not attempt to

force the reinstatement of the holly grail of full end-to-end

connectivity now destroyed by firewalls, NATs and VPNs;

our analysis shows that many consumers and applications

do not require this scenario, future networks should con-

strain connectivity to the domain required.

3.1.2 Telecommunications Service Provider (Network

Operator)

Telecommunications Service Providers either own or lease

through wholesale purchase transmission capacity and sell

it to end users. The main goal of telecommunications ser-

vice providers is to provide their shareholders with increas-

ing revenue returns and profit based on: 1) Increasing rev-

enue through the provision of novel services which can be
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billed, 2) reduced operational expenditures through simpli-

fied management processes enabling greater degree of pro-

cess automation and less manual intensive procedures, and

3) reduced capital expenditures through networks which re-

quire less or cheaper components and which can carry mul-

tiple traffic types.

The Telecommunications Service Providers business

model is based on multiplexing to enable overbooking.

Thus, a given transmission capacity can be resold many

times. The history of technological advances in the industry

has been chiefly concerned with increasing the efficiency of

multiplexing. The future Internet should lead to even more

efficient multiplexing of traffic types. Given the use of over-

booking to provision circuit-switched traffic (e.g. voice and

video) over a packet-switched architecture, there is a de-

mand for more efficient provisioning for mixed circuit and

packet switched traffic over an underlying packet-switched

core.

End users consider security as integrity of themselves

and their data, while for operators security means safety

of the network from the end user. The costs of securing

a network, including buying, running, and maintaining fire-

walls, and investigating and dealing with security breaches

is enormous. Given the trend, the costs of security may

soon make up the largest proportion of the price paid by the

end user. The future network architecture should reduce the

overhead of securing the network in order to bring down

costs.

3.1.3 Regulator & Other Government Agencies

Although the provision of telecommunications services has

been liberalized, they remain subject to stringent regula-

tion by government agencies and telecommunications laws.

Considering the future network architecture, it is essential

not to ignore the legal and regulation requirements influen-

cing its development. The most important issues are whole-

sale provision and USO. Since we have already discussed

USO in Section 2.3, we focus on wholesale provision in the

following.

Given the natural monopoly (or at best oligopoly) in the

provision of access to telecommunications services, govern-

ments have insisted on the granting of access by the owner

of the network to third parties (i.e. competitors) on non-

preferential basis. This has often meant that, from a tech-

nical perspective, traffic has to be routed suboptimally, since

both the PSTN and Internet were not originally designed to

support a wholesale business model. While the PSTN has

evolved to support a range of wholesale services, the In-

ternet still offers no real wholesale model beyond simple

Wholesale Broadband Layer 2 Tunnelling Protocol (L2TP)

access services. The future network architecture should

contain provisions for supporting the dividing network own-

ership and telecommunications service provision.

3.1.4 Protocol Developer / Standardization Bodies /

Hardware & Software Manufacturers

These stakeholders are interested in developing networking

solutions that are based upon open standards that all can ac-

cess. Typically, standardization will take place at the IETF,

ETSI, IEEE or ITU although there exist today a multitude

of small standardization fora.

The reason for standardized solutions is to reduce devel-

opment costs while enabling as wide a market for the res-

ulting products and services as possible. These stakeholders

pay considerable attention to the requirements of their cus-

tomers, the Telecommunications Service Providers and end

users.

However, there are exceptions, where stakeholders have

such market dominance that they may follow propriety solu-

tions to protect their market and can hence dictate require-

ments to their customers.

3.1.5 Application Developers

The application developer requires from the network a well-

defined API that offers a rich set of transmission capabilit-

ies. Until today, many features that are not provided by the

Internet have been developed by application developers and

deployed on top of the Internet, e.g. as overlay in CDNs and

Skype, which results in inefficient and redundant solutions.

The Internet provides an open interface, the concept of

BSD style sockets has enabled every application program-

mer to develop end user applications which has resulted in

a wealth of innovation. Unfortunately, only the end user in-

terfaces are well specified and open to end users. Network

provision, management and routing are all performed over

a wide range of protocols some standardized other propri-

etary which are totally controlled by the network operator.

It is difficult for service providers (Google, MSN, etc.) to

influence the provision of the communication service. Fu-

ture network architecture should enable end users, operat-

ors, and service providers to (at least partially) control the

network in order to optimize their service provision and en-

able innovation.

Current Internet communication is limited to a very ba-

sic API enabling the sending of packets without guarantee

of arrival between two static addresses. Other addressing

models, e.g. multicast and anycast, are very poorly sup-

ported; terminal mobility has not been commercially imple-

mented; Quality of Service can now be provisioned by the

network operator (e.g. MPLS) within the scope of its own

network, but there is still no interface to the end user or ser-

vice provider. Future network architecture should extend

the richness of communication services beyond the basic IP

function set.
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3.1.6 Military

The requirements of military differ mostly in that security

and resilience concerns are of first priority. Military forces

may need to use networking devices in potentially very hos-

tile environments. In addition, end-to-end connectivity for

devices cannot always be guaranteed due to very diverse

locations that communication needs to take place. For cer-

tain military applications, like object tracking, target recog-

nition and self-defense real-time support is needed.

3.2 Future Workload Through Services
and Applications

Although it is difficult to predict the future “killer ap-

plications”, it is meaningful to reason about the potential

workload that the future network will have to handle.

Wide scale of throughput: Recently, the miniaturization

of computing devices, like sensor nodes, etc., has lead to

networking applications that work over wireless networks

with very limited bandwidth. On the other hand, it seems

that high bandwidth applications, like streaming of High

Definition TV, high resolution Virtual Environment and ex-

change of terabyte large files in Grid computing will also

play an important role.

Low and high latencies: Recently, delay tolerant net-

works and applications are a very important research do-

main [17], with promising applications for communication

in remote areas, like DakNet [25], for emergency and res-

cue operations in areas without infrastructure, and for in-

terplanetary communication. On the other hand, interactive

services either between human and machine or between hu-

mans require low latency. An emerging application domain

is here for example haptics with tactile feedback.

Varying levels of reliability, availability, and resilience:

We see already today the trend that more and more organiz-

ations are using the Internet as the core technology for their

central operations and, thus, are dependent on the availab-

ility of the network and services. However, achieving high

reliability, availability and resilience is costly. In certain

cases many customers prefer reduced quality with lower

costs over expensive high quality service, which is the case

for Skype, for instance, as opposed to traditional telephone

service. On the other hand, we notice that when both video

and voice are delivered over IP but consumed over tradi-

tional devices (e.g. TV with STB or VoIP phone), the cus-

tomer expects the same quality that they received with the

old dedicated networks.

Heterogeneous addressing and naming: Addresses are a

vital element in networking and will very likely continue

to be so in the future. However, IP addressing is inef-

ficient with mobile and multi-homed networking devices

(PDAs with WLAN, 3G and BlueTooth). HIP [23] is one

approach to improve the situation. Another area in which

the concept of traditional addressing might change is con-

text aware computing in which messages might be sent to

nodes that are in a particular context.

Different security and access control policies: Network

owners define their own security policies and will do so

also in the future. Some organizations, like military may

require closed high security networks with highly hierarch-

ical policy structures, while it is reasonable to assume that

public institutions will provide more open networks.

3.3 Future Technological Developments

The requirements on the future Internet are not only

caused by existing and new applications and stakehold-

ers, but also those technologies that need to be supported.

Again, it is impossible to exactly predict the future techno-

logical developments, but it is possible to identify several

important trends.

The number of networking capable computing devices

will increase and these devices will be very heterogeneous,

ranging from RFID tags, smart dust and sensors to high-end

servers and super-computers [14, 27]. Furthermore, many

devices will be able to use multiple networks (i.e. multi-

homed), for example advanced PDAs are already today

equipped with WLAN, 3G and BlueTooth interfaces.

We observe an increasing number of networking tech-

nologies with heterogeneous properties. Some of today’s

networking technologies - especially those tied to fixed in-

frastructure, like cables, will exist for some time. At the

same time, new technologies will emerge which may be low

power consuming wireless networks with low bandwidth,

but also high-speed wireless networks as well as very high

speed optical networks [20] or so called “challenged” net-

works with no guarantee of end-to-end connectivity [17].

Not only the bandwidth will differ in these networks, but

also their reliability, like bit error rate.

In recent years, we have seen an increase in wireless net-

working and mobile computing devices. Thus, computing

devices are no longer bound to a physical location and oper-

ated only in a device “friendly” environment, e.g. through

air conditioning. Important research areas include under-

water communication, e.g. for sensor networks to control

drilling for oil in the North Sea. Environments like this are

not “friendly”, and they challenge and compromise the reli-

ability and resilience of the devices and the network. Mobil-

ity is not limited to persons walking, but also higher speeds

in vehicles [16], airplanes, etc.

4 Fundamental Concepts for A Future Ar-

chitecture

In the previous sections, we have shown that there are

many problems with today’s Internet and that there are
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many additional challenges to meet in the future. In [8],

it is also shown that single patches to the Internet are not

sufficient to fix all of today’s problems. The goal of the

ANA project is to develop a new autonomic networking ar-

chitecture that does not only solve many of today’s prob-

lems with the Internet, but also addresses future long term

requirements. To develop such a future proof autonomic

network architecture, it is important to realize that simply a

revision of the existing Internet protocols is not sufficient.

A long-term solution for future networking must provide

support for evolution in the sense that new requirements

can be addressed by new solutions without breaking the ar-

chitecture. In today’s Internet architecture, the IP protocol,

IP addresses, DNS, and BGP implement core architectural

principles that restrict the Internet’s ability to adapt itself to

new requirements and environments. Therefore, we make

the case that a few fundamental architectural concepts are

needed to support both, today’s needs and future and un-

known needs. In this section, we identify these fundamental

concepts and analyze the properties they must contain. We

claim that these concepts are able to fulfill most of the fu-

ture Internet requirements that we identified throughout the

previous sections. We use an example to illustrate the need

and the application of the fundamental architectural con-

cepts we identify.

4.1 Realms

The future network architecture must support different

types of networks, including legacy networks, like the In-

ternet; networks with different privacy and security policies;

networks that are revised versions of today’s Internet; net-

works that are designed for interplanetary communication;

or networks that work without addressing. We use in this

document the term realm to capture these “network in-

stances”. A realm is essentially defined by a set of policies

and rules that determine, for instance, the data transmission

protocols and addressing scheme used and security and pri-

vacy policies.

There are two main reasons why the ANA architecture

has to be based on an architectural concept that supports

different realms: First, the history of the (planned) trans-

ition from IPv4 to IPv6 has shown that an instantaneous

transition from one Internet protocol to another is very dif-

ficult to realize [21]. Obviously, an instantaneous transition

from today’s Internet to another network that is based on

new architectural principles will be even more unrealistic.

Thus, any new network should be able to co-exist with the

Internet. Second, the networking world is prone to be very

heterogeneous today and will be even more so in the fu-

ture with respect to technologies, application requirements,

requirements from providers, etc. This extreme heterogen-

eity leads us to the conclusion that no single solution can

fit all networking environments and requirements, i.e., new

realms must be established when necessary and co-exist

with the existing ones.

4.1.1 Bootstrap

The layering approach of the Internet architecture gives

flexibility in the sense that many different transport layer

and application layer protocols can be deployed over IP

without breaking the architecture. However, IP itself re-

quires a particular addressing scheme, introduces the end-

to-end approach, and leads to some of the problems we dis-

cussed in Section 2.2, for instance. An architecture that sup-

ports different realms with for example entirely different

addressing schemes needs to achieve more flexibility than

the Internet. Enabling more flexibility means standardizing

less in the architecture. In this context, operating systems

are a good example. There are many different operating

systems developed for many different purposes that can run

on the same hardware. To achieve this flexibility, only the

first part of the bootstrapping process is standardized for all

operating systems. When the computer is switched on, the

processor jumps to a small piece of code that is at a stand-

ardized location in ROM (read-only memory) and executes

it. This small piece of code jumps to a well-defined loca-

tion on a stable storage, like disk, to load and execute the

bootstrap code from the boot block. The bootstrap code is

already operating-system specific in the sense that it boots a

particular operating system. Thus, the architectural concept

that enables different realms needs to provide a ”bootstrap

process” to boot realms which makes only a minimal set of

assumptions and requires only a minimal set of standards.

4.1.2 Inter-communication of Realms

There are many logical networks within the Internet in form

of overlays, Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), etc. These

networks share a basic set of policies, e.g. IP, DNS, BGP,

etc., but apply at a certain level different policies, e.g.,

overlay networks specify protocols to build virtual links on

top of the transport layer and VPNs use particular security

policies. This concept of structuring one large network to

share only a sub-set of all policies needs also to be suppor-

ted by the future architecture. Thus, realms must be able to

host other realms in the way that they can overlap partially

or entirely.

Co-existence of realms does not mean that only closed

and independent networks are supported. This is obvious

for structured realms, i.e., those that share some nodes, but

it is also important for realms that do not share nodes. Thus,

the future architecture needs to provide means for inter-

communication of different realms. This property will be

achieved through certain types of intermediate systems, i.e.,

gateways.
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4.1.3 Self-* Properties

We have shown in the previous sections that the complex-

ity of Internet-like realms will increase. This complexity

is a threat to such realms, because their management will

be either very expensive in terms of resources, not react-

ive enough, or even impossible. Therefore, it is the aim

of the ANA project to target an autonomic network archi-

tecture that has the so-called self-* properties [19] that in-

clude self-configuration (able to adapt to changes in the sys-

tem), self-healing (able to recover from detected errors),

self-optimizing (able to improve use of resources), and self-

protecting (able to anticipate and cure intrusions).

To achieve these properties for realms, and for nodes

within them, it is necessary for the realm, respectively the

node, to gain some knowledge about its state. For example,

if the load is too high in a certain part of a network, the net-

work might perform load balancing. However, first it has

to gain knowledge about its load, which is part of its state.

Therefore, monitoring must be an inherent part of the archi-

tecture that - which we discuss in detail in the next section -

provides input data to processes that enable the self-* prop-

erties. Continuing with the example of load balancing, we

can identify that it is not sufficient that only local monit-

oring data is used. Once a high load has been detected, it

must also be determined how the load should be then redis-

tributed. Thus, information has to be exchanged between

different entities in the realm. Autonomic networking re-

quires also that networking entities are able to explore their

environment, for instance, to find out which policies, in-

cluding protocols are applied, which services are available,

or what the load is on other nodes. In order to do this, in-

formation has to be exchanged among networking entities.

Finally, some kind of intelligence is needed that is able to

reason about the state information and the information from

other entities and perform certain actions, such as adapt-

ations, if needed. Therefore, information and knowledge

management needs to be supported.

4.2 Monitoring

Monitoring is the key element to achieve awareness, one

of the essential properties of a system that aims for the self-*

properties. The monitoring architecture should be such that

it provides the necessary input for those components of the

architecture that enable the self-* properties. However, the

requirements of a specific network instance can be widely

different from those of another network instance. Hence,

also the knowledge required from monitoring to sustain the

self-* properties of different network instances can vary a

lot. For example, one network instance may require a cer-

tain level of QoS, while another one requires none. There-

fore, the question of what exactly is to be monitored should

not be answered here. Instead, the monitoring architecture

should be generic enough to make it possible to monitor

whatever is needed.

A notion of a monitoring session will be necessary.

Given the potential volumes of monitoring data and vari-

ety of monitoring tasks, it is not feasible to assume “always

on” type of services. The notion of a monitoring session

enables on-demand monitoring services that are triggered

only when necessary.

For extensibility reasons, it would be desirable to have

programmable monitoring components to tell the monitor-

ing nodes not only what to monitor, but also how to monitor.

The monitoring architecture should support different

storage solutions for the data collected by the sensors. We

need both, volatile and persistent monitoring data. Stand-

ard MIBs and data stream management systems (DSMS)

[15, 26] are examples of using volatile storage of monitor-

ing data. An example of persistent storage system for mon-

itoring data using a database management system (DBMS)

is described in [30]. Persistent storage enables evaluation

of historical monitoring data in order to identify trends or

”go back in time” to understand reasons for certain events ,

for instance. Dissemination of the monitoring data is tightly

coupled with the information and knowledge management

which we discuss in the next section.

4.3 Information and Knowledge Manage-
ment

We have discussed the requirements for monitoring to

enable an autonomic network to sense its operating envir-

onment and to monitor its state. However, achieving self-*

properties requires more than just acquiring raw data about

the operating environment and state. This data has to be

used, i.e., transformed to information and knowledge to be

applied to achieve these properties. For instance, self-

healing requires that a system is able to define or to learn

what the normal condition is and compare it with monitor-

ing results in order to recognize deviations from the normal

condition.

In many cases a single source of data and information

is not sufficient. Therefore, it is important for the future

architecture to develop proper abstractions for providing in-

formation and sharing information between entities. This

information can be derived from monitoring data or it is

part of a description of an entity, which could be a service

description, but also the description of the entities configur-

ation, available components, available resources, etc.

4.4 Example: Content Distribution
Realm

The term content distribution network (CDN) covers

many different ways of moving data between computers.
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There are three main categories. The first is download

based, where content is accessed only after having been

completely downloaded. The second is broadcast based,

where all receivers receive the same data more or less sim-

ultaneously. The third is CoD (Content-on-Demand) based

streaming, where data is accessed as it is being received.

Content is typically located in one of two ways; the iden-

tifier based approach used on the WWW, and the message

digest based file identification used for file sharing in many

P2P networks.

A CDN represents a realm for the autonomic architec-

ture. Such realms might organize content in different ways,

but for scalability reasons, it is important to be able to op-

timize the data transfers. Autonomic architecture is able

to self-optimize using the knowledge gathered through the

monitoring infrastructure and disseminated by processes of

information and knowledge management. Thus, a CDN

realm could self-optimize the content distribution in terms

of latency or available bandwidth. An autonomic CDN

realm would have also the ability to self-organize the nodes

within the realm, which means that management of the

CDN, e.g. joining and leaving of nodes and locating

nodes that share particular content, are basic functionalit-

ies provided by the architecture.

An obvious additional advantage from the use of auto-

nomic realms is the ease of application development. Each

application no longer necessarily needs to individually op-

timize the data transfers, e.g. select peers based on band-

width and/or delay measurements in a P2P-based CDN, or

locate content. Application could simply join the CDN

realm and request content from it. In this way the applic-

ation would use a sort of anycast addressing for requests. In

addition, the optimization tasks (e.g. available bandwidth

measurements), currently performed by each individual ap-

plication itself, would not need to be done in such a redund-

ant manner, and the information could be reused efficiently

within the realm or even shared across realms.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we first summarized architectural problems

that exist with the Internet. Afterwards, we studied the fu-

ture developments in two stages. First, we took a top-down

approach and analyzed the future workload of the Internet.

It should be emphasized that this study is based on an ana-

lysis of the different stakeholders of the Internet today and

in the future. Besides a long list of requirements, it mainly

showed that requirements from different stakeholders and

applications are quite different and often contradicting. The

heterogeneity with respect to the needs of a future Inter-

net architecture is also documented in our bottom-up study,

where we analyze the future developments of networking

devices and technologies. We conclude that there will be

not a “single Internet” in the future. In particular, we have

identified a set of fundamental architectural concepts for a

future network architecture:

• Multiple realms must be supported concurrently. To

achieve this, a simple bootstrap like process that al-

lows to bootstrap multiple different realms needs to be

developed.

• Realms must be able to host other (partial) realms and

provide means for inter-realm communication.

• A monitoring facility has to be part of the architec-

ture. It must be able to potentially monitor all data and

events of interests and provide means for storing mon-

itoring data.

• Information and knowledge management is needed in

order for the network to be able to provide a kind of

“information plane”.

An architecture that implements these fundamental ar-

chitectural concepts should be able to address all require-

ments that have been mentioned in this document. Obvi-

ously, we do not claim that the ANA project can solve all

the problems and meet all the needs of today and of the fu-

ture. However, we hope to be able to demonstrate within

the scope of ANA that an autonomic network architecture

can lead to realms that have the following properties:

• It is possible to design highly scalable networks with

the ANA architecture that are not restricted by address

spaces or other means.

• The ANA architecture can support different realms that

fulfill entirely different sets of application and end user

requirements.

• Realms can be designed in such a way that they are ex-

tensible and can easily include new solutions without

breaking the network architecture and design.

• Monitoring infrastructure and knowledge management

support the need for resilient networks.

• The information and knowledge plane enables easier

self-configuration and self-organization, e.g. through

better service discovery solutions.

• Information and knowledge plane leads to better solu-

tions for self-optimization, e.g. for the case of structur-

ing communication into uni-cast, any-cast, and multi-

cast communication for efficient resource utilization

from networks viewpoint.

• Mobile users and mobile terminals can be better sup-

ported than with the Internet today.
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